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Everyone has god squads and games are so one dimensional
Best place to buy MUT 21 Coins & Madden NFL 21 Coins on MMOExp. All MUT 21 Coins in stock, cheapest price, fast delivery
and 24/7 online service. Become our VIP Member and buy cheap Madden 21 Coins now, you can get more off.
And I will shed a number of these games regardless of having three enforcers and a very run stop heavy defense which never
leaves 3-4 off or 3-4 bear. The start of the year is so fun, everyone has dogshit teams and has no idea what to do and Madden 21
coins its a race to acquire decent players and try different plays/playbooks/schemes etc.. Everyone is running different fashion
teams and schemes and every game feels like a fresh adventure. Even solos aren’t lame since the game is new and fresh.
Everyone has god squads and games are so one dimensional, so you stretch and qb blast and out course then I stretch and blast
and out-route but whoever gets enforcer fumbled first loses unless their enforcers could induce a fumble next driveway. This shit
is wack now.
Dude you just put my exact feelings. No I’m not the best Madden player in the world, and like you I’m really okay losing. And if you
are lucky enough to stop these men throw picks every throw. I really don’t hate losing, it’s only once you shed from pure exploits.
Everyone’s answer is: well just get it back… but that is not fun. I will not do it. I’ll acknowledge and respect a loss to a good
competitor who outplays me for the win, not somebody who has one drama and is like”alright if he can discontinue this one play,
I’ll run a different unstoppable play over and again until he could stop this, then another one” Like bro how is this even fun for you
to enjoy not even have a strategy for or true challenge for yourself.
I played a guy last weekend league; legit ran jet sweep every play. No matter my scheme I couldn’t stop it. He could take it every
time if I contained the outside. He’d legit a $1000+ group. I found him on here because he had the exact same id, and remarked
about I am glad you invested so much updating your team only to exploit the match and use 1 play. He tried calling me out saying
I”ran cheese run and pass plays the he couldn’t cease” and I was like. You mean I mixed up my run and buy Mut 21 coins pass
anticipating what you may think I’m likely to run. Like an true SHEME? He said”you are shit for not being able to stop my drama”.
These are the games which make this unplayable.

